G R A S S L A N D

Practical demonstrations, technical forums and a wealth of advice

Grassland & Muck –
a must-see event
Have you booked your ticket for this year’s Grassland & Muck
Event? Here are just a few reasons why you should.
text Rachael Porter

T

his year’s Grassland & Muck Event
promises to be the biggest and best yet,
according to the organisers, showcasing
the greatest working display of grass and
muck equipment across a 77-hectare site.
Attracting around 15,000 visitors from
across the UK and Europe, the triennial
Royal Agricultural Society of England
(RASE) event, partnered with Yara, covers
every aspect of grassland management,

from varieties and establishment to
harvesting, baling, ensiling and feeding.
With
every
major
manufacturer
exhibiting, it offers a unique chance to
see all the latest machines in action,
including muck spreaders, soil aerators
and feeding equipment.
The main themes this year are valuing
grass, best practice techniques, and,
ultimately, maximising returns from the

crop. “We have extensive practical
demonstration areas, including muck
spreading,
silage
harvesting
and
compaction alleviation,” says RASE’s
David Gardner. “There is also a packed
forum programme, sponsored by Keenan,
which will feature leading speakers on
animal health and nutrition, soils, and
grass establishment.”
Visitors can earn four BASIS CPD points
for attending either day of the event,
which takes place on Wednesday 21 and
Thursday 22 May at Stoneleigh Park,
Warwickshire. l
For more information or to book tickets, visit
www.grasslandevent.co.uk.

Campaign to get more milk from grass
Britain’s largest grass seed company DLF
Trifolium is launching its ‘More milk
with DLF’ campaign on the back of a £3
million investment in new processing
facilities, at this year’s event.
Two thirds of the grass-seed sown by UK
producers has been bred by DLF, including
top perennial ryegrasses like Cancan,
Kintyre and Boyne, and novel new species
such as festulolium, which copes well
with a wide range of growing conditions
without losing yield or feed quality.
The ‘More milk with DLF’ campaign sets
out to help producers take full advantage
of these new grasses.
“UK rotational grassland currently
operates at around 60% of its potential,”
says the company’s Tim Kerridge. “We
want to help producers achieve the
highest returns from their grass by
supporting them with our expertise.”
“We are putting in place more regional
demonstration centres, a ‘grass academy/
knowledge hub’ and a network of
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‘grass partners’ – 15 producers who are
undertaking on-farm trials and hosting
meetings to share ideas about maximising
output from grass.
“At the moment selling grass seed can be

a bit like supplying an Airfix kit without
any instructions. We want to cascade
knowledge and ideas to producers about
how to get the best out of our varieties
and mixtures via our merchant network.”

Knowledge transfer: DLF will be encouraging producers to share ideas about grass
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Flexible and solar-powered fencing system
A 100% solar-powered fencing system will be
launched at the event by Dairy Spares. The
fences three components are a Wolseley SX250
solar-powered energiser, and a Taragate reel
post and 3:1 geared reel. The system is ideal for
electrifying temporary fencing to divide cattle
pastures and its design features make it flexible
and easy to set-up, according to the company.
The solar-powered energiser is capable of
electrifying 5km of single-strand fencing. The
reel post doubles as an earth stake and field
divider. It is unique in being free-standing,
allowing the field to be split into as many as
four sections. It is made of high tensile steel and
hot-dipped galvanised, which make it very
strong. The brackets that hold the wire are
fully adjustable, giving flexibility in height
and enabling single-, double- or triple-stranded
electric fencing.
The geared reel holds up to 500 metres of
polywire or 200 metres of polytape. It has a
3:1 gearing, which means that the user only has
to turn the handle once, and the reel turns
three times, making winding much easier.
The cost of three-component solar fencing
system is £250 + VAT. Visitors to the Dairy
Spares stand at the event can also see
more fencing options from New Zealand
manufacturer Taragate, which offer flexibility
and convenience.
Solar powered: fencing offers greater flexibility

Remove weeds to get more from grass
Producers looking to get rid of docks and thistles
so they can maximise grass yields, can meet the
experts from Dow AgroSciences on Stand 310 at
the Grassland and Muck Event, to talk about the
best options for control.
“Grass is the cheapest feed so it makes sense to
remove perennial weeds as quickly and efficiently
as possible,” says the company’s Robin Bentley.
“The best way to do this is to apply a translocated
herbicide targeted for the specific weeds present.
“Topping is not the answer. It is a temporary
solution as the weeds grow back and, in the long
run, is more expensive than spraying. It is also a
waste of grass.”
The company will also be presenting a herbicide
for future potential use on new sown leys. In
recent years, many products have lost approval
for use on this type of grass, the most recent
examples being MCPA and Mircam Plus. The new
herbicide will control a broad spectrum of weeds,
but is safe to grass even when it is very young.
Approval for use is expected early next year.
Control docks: grow more grass and reduce feed costs
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